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1 Module Description
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Figure 1.1: Foot Trajectory Generator: This module generates reference trajectories for the
single-support phase.

The Foot Trajectory Generator module (FTG) constructs minimum jerk trajectories for the
feet. These foot trajectories are then tracked by a controller during the single-support phase of
the gait cycle. Generating smooth continuous trajectories is achieved by interpolating between
the current foot pose and the next support foot pose.
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2 Module Connections

2.1 Inputs

Symbol Name Type Description
Lc
WT ∈R4×4 Left Foot Coordinate Frame HomogeneousTransformation This homogeneous transformation matrix transforms coordinates

in the left foot ankle coordinate frame L to the world coordinate
frame W.

Rc
W T ∈R4×4 Right Foot Coordinate Frame HomogeneousTransformation This homogeneous transformation matrix transforms coordinates

in the right foot ankle coordinate frame R to the world coordinate
frame W.

FSlast Next Footstep FootStep The end position of the next footstep that gets executed.

2.2 Outputs

Symbol Name Type Description

WXLr
∈R7 Left Foot Pose CartesianPosition This vector contains the linear and angular reference position of

the left foot ankle L with respect to the world coordinate frame W.

WXRr
∈R7 Right Foot Pose CartesianPosition This vector contains the linear and angular reference position of

the right foot ankle R with respect to the world coordinate frame
W.

WẊLr
∈R6 Left Foot Velocity CartesianVelocity This vector contains the linear and angular reference velocities of

the left foot ankle L with respect to the world coordinate frame W.

WẊRr
∈R6 Right Foot Velocity CartesianVelocity This vector contains the linear and angular reference velocities of

the right foot ankle L with respect to the world coordinate frame
W.

WẌLr
∈R6 Left Foot Acceleration CartesianAcceleration This vector contains the linear and angular accelerations of the left

foot ankle L with respect to the world coordinate frame W.

WẌRr
∈R6 Right Foot Acceleration CartesianAcceleration This vector contains the linear and angular accelerations of the

right foot ankle R with respect to the world coordinate frame W.

2.3 Inter-Connections

The first input of the FTG is connected to the output of the Foot Step Planner (FSP) which
provides information about the next foot step to be executed. The second input of the FTG
is connected to the Forward Kinematics Module (FKM). This connections provides the current
pose of the left and right foot ankle with respect to the world coordinate frame.

The outputs of the FTG contain the interpolated feet trajectories tracked during the single-
support phase. This includes the reference foot ankle position, velocity and acceleration. The
FTG output is connected to the Foot Compliant Module (FKM) and Command Generator (CG).

2.4 Common Methods

Several algorithms exist to construct minimal jerk foot trajectories. Traditionally, foot tra-
jectories are generated by polynomial interpolation with start and end boundary conditions of
zero velocities and accelerations.
When there are various foot constrains such as ground conditions or obstacles, the order of
these polynomials is too high and may oscillate. This problem can be avoided by utilizing cu-
bic spline interpolation [1]. With this method foot trajectories are constructed of piecewise
third-order polynomials which pass though a set of control points at chosen velocities. An ad-
vantage of spline trajectories is that intermediate control points can be easily shifted to deal
with various obstacles during the stepping motion.
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